WASTE PICKER LED WET WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
TRANSFORMING LIVES A DOORSTEP AT A TIME

Once Ignored, Marginalized and Informal Workers...
TRANSFORMING LIVES A DOORSTEP AT A TIME

Now, the owners of India’s Largest Cooperative of Waste Pickers
Providing reliable access to dispose reusable household items and E-Waste

Enabling devotees to recycle their votive offerings.

SWaCH teams manage waste at events and melas including marathons, weddings, conferences, and music festivals.

Enabling organizations and producers to meet regulatory requirements for the safe disposal of plastic.

Campaigning for safe disposal of sanitary waste like sanitary pads, diapers etc. by wrapping and marking it with a Red Dot.

Providing expertise and resources needed for composting infrastructure in both residential and commercial spaces.

Education and information on crucial waste management and environmental practices through field visits.
WET WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

SWaCH Composting
Let's make wonders with wet waste!

Swachh lifestyle of smart Indians
Vasudha Biogas, A Solution to convert food waste to Cooking Gas
COMPOSTING FOR SOCIETIES AND INSTITUTIONS

TOTAL WET WASTE MANAGED AT SOURCE BY WASTE PICKERS

5 MT
COMPOSTING FOR INDIVIDUALS

Pot Composting

3-Pot Composting

Bio-composter

Kitchen Bin/ Basket Composting
WASTE PICKER SUPPORT

1. Collection & Sorting
2. Layering of compost pit
3. Care and Supervision
4. Compost with enriched nutrients
WASTE PICKER SUPPORT

**Operation**

- Wet Waste
- Weighing of waste and daily entry in register
- Micro segregation of waste to ensure no plastic gets mixed with the wet waste.
- Mixing of cocopeat with the waste in the right proportion as lesser quantity will lead to foul smell and higher quantity will disrupt the process.
- Mixing with Medium
- Spreading the wet waste evenly in the pits.
- Use Cocopeat/Medium
- Sieving the manure into fine particles and storing them in a gunny bag.
BIOGAS

Biogas of 2Kg capacity

Biogas of 10 Kg capacity

Wet waste managers

Energy Providers
WASTE PICKER LED WET WASTE MANAGEMENT
WASTE PICKER LED WET WASTE MANAGEMENT
OUTCOME OF GOOD WET WASTE MANAGEMENT
**CHALLENGES**

- Awareness in the citizens
- Lack of willingness to invest
- Bad experiences of people with wet waste management solutions

**WORK AREAS**

- Creating knowledge base to provide easy access
- Policy level interventions to promote in situ management
- Validating the market options and promote successful solutions
- Customized solutions for every category of generator
Together, we can make wonders with wet waste...
ओल्या कच्च्याची समस्या जिरवूयात!

Scan to connect with our composting team

9765 999 500
swachcoop.com
swachplus@gmail.com
facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Youtube, LinkedIn
swachcoop

SWACHPLUS
A higher level of self-reliance

SWACH
A higher level of self-reliance